


The Game Trailer Editing Checklist

I’ve made trailers for over 15 years, with a speciality in games since 2014.
My process has evolved through the years, and to this day I’m still refining it.

These are the basic steps I take during each phase of production.
If you’re looking for where to start, you should find it somewhere in here.

You can use this guide as a step-by-step list of tasks to perform,
or you can skip to the phase of production you're currently in,
and read about my process to find how to get you back on track.

In addition, I’ve included questions that I ask myself when self-critiquing,
and some tasks that I do to help get myself out of a creative rut.

I don’t do literally everything in this guide for every trailer that I make,
but everything in here is something that's helped me get a trailer finished.
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“Lists are how I parse and manage the world.”
-Adam Savage



This is the process of getting to know a client, and just as importantly,
getting to know the project.

Every project is unique, so it’s up to you to figure out what the trailer for
that particular project needs to accomplish, and how you might achieve 
those goals.

There are best practices in making trailers, but there is no one-size fits all
approach. Asking the right questions will help you find the right direction.

The more you know from the start, the less likely you are to run into
problems of miscommunication, or shifts in creative direction.

Finally, there are a lot of small details that need to be ironed out;
it’s better for the client to know these from the beginning so they’re
not in a rush to find out specifications at the end of the project.

Onboarding
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“Allow myself to introduce... myself.”
-Austin Powers



Onboarding
DISCUSS THE DEADLINE

• Description/pitch of the game
• Screenshots
• Build of the game

• Do I like the art style?
• Do I like the story?
• Do I like the music?
• Is the game fun to play?
• Does the game have good "game feel"?
• Can I perform most of the capture on my own?
• Does the game or developer conflict with my personal values?

REQUEST MATERIALS

No sense in taking a job if it doesn’t fit into your schedule.

Anything that will help you get a general feel of the project.

EVALUATE THE PROJECT
Based on your criteria for what type of work interests you.
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• Accept the project
• Offer a consultation
• Recommend a colleague

MAKE A DECISION
Is this project a good fit for you, and how can you help if it isn’t?
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Onboarding
CLIENT DISCOVERY CALL

• What is the one sentence pitch?
• What are this game’s unique qualities?
• Why are you making it?
• Who is the audience?
• What feelings do you want to evoke?
• What do you want people to get out of this game?
• Are you targeting fans of similar games?
• Do you need to distinguish yourself from similar games?
• What are genre preconceptions do you wish to avoid?
• What do you wish to withhold?

• Why do you want specifically to work with me?
• How should this trailer augment your messaging?
• What do you want the audience to feel?
• What do you want the audience to do?
• How would you consider this trailer a success?
• What are examples of trailers you enjoyed?
• Where will the trailer be revealed?

TALK ABOUT THE GAME

A 30 min call is better than hours of email.

Learn about the game and the people making it.

TALK ABOUT THE TRAILER
Determine what this trailer needs to accomplish
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Onboarding
• Will it be possible to implement additional debug tools? 
• Will the music be custom composed or from in-game?

• Invite to Slack, Discord or other group messaging app 
• Build of the game 
• Debug tool documentation
• Music files
• Fonts and graphic design elements
• Logos for studio, publisher, sponsors etc.
• List of platforms the game is being released on
• End slate information (URL, call to action, logos, dates etc.)
• Copyright information
• ESRB and PEGI rating information
• Dialogue and voiceover script document or speadsheet
• Raw voice and sound effects files

DEV SUPPORT QUESTIONS
To determine how much you can customize the game.

REQUEST MATERIALS
The list of what you need to get started.
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• A lot of unique game content
• Lack of debug tools
• Heavy motion graphics work
• Number of revisions

PRODUCTION MULTIPLIERS
Identify factors that will increase your workload.
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SEND PAPERWORK
Contracts, NDAs, 50% deposit invoice etc.
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Smooth pre-production leads to smooth production, and each minute spent
organizing your project will save you a countless amount of time once
you start editing.

Just like a line cook in a restaurant, you need to prep your ingredients before
the real job begins. They have stocks and sauces; you have sound effects,
shot breakdowns and subclips.

Knowing your ingredients well and keep them organized is what lets you
spend time making decisions instead of fumbling around looking for a shot.

This is especially important if you’re working with a producer or client in the
same room as you, because you need to be able to pull footage the moment
they request it.

Planning

“Give me six hours to chop down a tree and
I will spend the first four sharpening the axe.”

-Abraham Lincoln
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Planning
LISTEN TO THE MUSIC

• Cold open
• Introduction
• Introduction/middle transition
• Middle
• Middle/Climax transition
• Button

SORT MUSIC INTO SECTIONS

Yes, this one step is disproportionate to how much work it is.

Intuit which section of the trailer a cue might fit into.

SELECT MUSIC FAVORITES
Or think of it as removing all the music you will never use.
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ROUGH CUT THE MUSIC
Cut your sorted favorites into a sequence.

4
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GATHER SOUND EFFECTS
Find sound libraries tonally appropriate to the project.

5



Planning
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PLAY THE GAME

• Story
• Art
• Level design
• Sound effects
• Animation
• Dialogue
• Music
• Game feel

LIST YOUR FAVORITE ELEMENTS

Get a sense of the tone and feel of the game.

These will be what the trailer needs to highlight.

INVENTORY GAME OBJECTS
These are the variables that affect your game capture options.
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MAP OUT THE GAME LOOP
The basic player actions are the spine of the trailer.
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• Environment/Levels
• Player appearance/costumes
• Player verbs and animations
• Enemy types
• Interactive game objects
• Hand crafted or procedurally generated levels
• LIghting variations
• Systemic interactions



Planning
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• Setting - Establishing shots
• Characters - Cast identification shots
• Story - Shots that tell a story without context
• Punctuation - Punchy bits of action
• Money Shots - The most impressive shots
• Action - Anything more exciting than walking
• Additional categories unique to the game

• Exposition - "In the land of Middle Earth, legend tells of..."
• Character Building - "She's the world's greatest assassin..."
• Wants - "I've waited my entire life for this..."
• Grandiose - "Maybe all men got one big soul everybody's a part of."
• Setup - "Buckle your seatbelt Dorothy because Kansas is going bye bye."
• Action: Present - "I'm running to you now!"
• Action: Future - "I will look for you, I will find you, and I will kill you..."
• Interjections - “Noooooooooooooo!"
• Dialogue exchanges
• Questions
• Declarations
• Humor

BREAKDOWN VISUALS
Sort the visuals into useful and specific categories.

BREAKDOWN DIALOGUE
Sort dialogue files or text into useful and specific categories.
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ORGANIZE BREAKDOWNS
Labeled subclips in bins, sequences with markers, etc.
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Planning
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RATE GAME CONTENT
A trailer builds in intensity, so I roughly rate how exciting
the visuals and dialogue are to determine what should go
in the beginning, middle and end. I don’t strictly adhere to
this system, but it’s one way to help organize my footage.
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“My name is Alice”
“I have a feeling

something’s coming our
way, something big.”

“What happens now
determines what
happens to the

rest of the world.”



Production is when everything comes together; it’s both fun and excruciating.

When editing a trailer, constraints are you friend; they’ll give you focus simply
by cutting out possibilities. The constraints most central to your trailer are the 
goals you discussed with the client during the discovery phase.

Ask yourself: what does this trailer need to do to achieve those goals?

On a more actionable level, constraints can be: the duration of the trailer,
having to fit in 4 press quotes or just thinking of each act one at a time.

A massive amount of footage is daunting on its own, but if you have a filter
through which you look at it, it’s easier to find what you need.

Just remember, trailers aren’t random clips, the story and drama should build
as it progresses, and each moment needs context to be understood. 

Production

“Infinite creative freedom, within a very narrow bandwidth.”
-Guillermo Del Toro
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• Select your favorite lines of dialogue
• Organize the lines into the story beats they communicate
• Pick story beats the trailer should focus on
• Sort exposition & character building into an introduction category
• Sort plot escalation dialogue into a middle category
• Sort and therefore and grandiose dialogue into a climax category
• Sort remaining dialogue into the above categories and a neutral one
• Rough cut dialogue into order that feels good to read

• Identify the hook of the game and its unique qualities
• Frontload trailer with explanation of game's hook
• Expand upon facets of the game's hook

NARRATIVE PAPER EDIT
Block out the story using the broken down dialogue.

GAMEPLAY PAPER EDIT
Block out the arc of the gameplay moments.
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• Cut in mandatory title cards, narration etc.
• Cut paper edit dialogue over rough music edit
• Cut in placeholder title cards with shot ideas into empty spaces
• Demarcate act breaks and music transitions with colored title cards
• to send to the composer for timing reference
• Refine music edit according to act breaks
• Add labeled and dated watermark
• Send to client

OUTLINE CUT
Feel out the order of events and creative direction.

3

Production
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Production
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• Cut in mandatory elements (e.g. logos, title cards etc.)
• Organize favorite shots into selects bin or sequence
• Pair visuals with dialogue according to outline title cards
• Cut in favorite shots according to story beats or gameplay
• Fill spaces between dialogue with quick bursts of action
• Edit transitions between act breaks

• Intro with excitement, unique mechanics and/or humor
• Select basic game mechanics necessary to teach in the trailer
• Cut in sequences of clips that illustrate basic game mechanics
• Cut favorite clips into sequence in order based on the rated "intensity."
• Match player actions and gameplay to music where it feels good
• Cut most exciting gameplay clips into climax

CUT NARRATIVE VERSION 1
This is a very messy step; always cut in service of the story.

CUT GAMEPLAY VERSION 1
Think of this as a montage of the progression of the gameplay.
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DUPLICATE YOUR SEQUENCE
Do this for every version, and every shift in editorial direction.
This lets you refer to previous versions and edit decisions.



Critique
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• Does the sequence of events make sense?
• Is it interesting?
• Is the story being communicated?
• Does the story have highs and low?

• Is the shot duration long enough to be read?
• Is there enough context to understand the shot?
• Is the shot too busy to understand?
• Does the shot linger too long?
• Does the shot have good eye trace from the previous shot?
• Does the shot say something that advances the story or ideas?

STORY
Questions to evaluate the trailer’s story structure.

EDITING
Questions to evaluate editing and shot selection.

• Is what's happening on screen clear and understandable?
• Is it interesting?
• Is it performed well?
• Is the camera move appropriate to the shot?
• Does it communicate the intention of the shot?

CAPTURE
Questions to evaluate game capture.
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ORGANIZE
Hours upon hours of footage is impossible for our brains
to process. Organizing your assets gives order to chaos,
and it helps you make connections within your footage.

EXPERIMENT
It’s hard to put put something on a blank page, but as soon as
you do, your gut will tell you if you like it or not.

So you might as well just try it; it’s okay, no one will see your
messy rough cut unless you let them.

FIX
Creating is hard, fixing is easier.

Help



This is when the trailer is 80-90% done. The direction is sound, all the shots
have the right ideas, and the trailer is communicating what it needs to, but
the client has feedback, some capture can be improved, cuts can be nudged
a few frames here and there, sound and graphics need finishing etc.  

In other words, this is when things get fun again because the difficult decisions
are over, and you can just concentrate on making everything very shiny.

This phase is all about making the trailer look and sound objectively better.

Lastly, there are some very small technical details that need double checking
before you’re absolutely done.

Polish

“Homer, did you polish your head in the ‘Shine-O Ball-O’?”
-Al Gumble, “The Simpsons”
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Polish
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• Add markers labeled with client notes to timeline at respective positions
• Address client notes starting at the end, and proceed backwards.
• Recapture footage as necessary
• Pick your battles in service of the trailer, not your ego

• Use hits to emphasize shot impact
• Use rises to add anticipation before transitions
• Use whooshes to augment transitions.
• Clean up gameplay sound with raw audio files where necessary
• Adjust cuts and shot actions to match music beats

CLIENT FEEDBACK
Some workflow tips for how to get through this quickly

SOUND DESIGN
A trailer doesn’t feel good until it sounds like one.

1
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• Separate Dialogue, Game SFX, Trailer SFX, and Music into discrete tracks
• Make volume of sounds in each audio track uniform
• Group sound categories into sub mixes
• Add compression to dialogue track
• Add EQ to music and sound effects track to make room for dialogue
• Add volume automation to music track to make room for dialogue 
• Create master of trailer's mix with proper loudness level

SOUND MIXING
Volume levels and clarity are king, everything else is extra.
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• Use design elements from client as base for graphics look
• If no design elements are available, brainstorm looks on Pinterest
• Create board of look inspiration from Pinterest links
• Pick font(s) for use in graphics
• Design motion graphics in Photoshop
• Animate motion graphics in After Effects
• Cut motion graphics into trailer

• Color grade as necessary for contrast and clarity
• Make end slate for all platforms version
• Make end slate for platorm specific versions via GameTrailerSpecs.com
• Make ESRB, PEGI, and No Rating version sequences for each platform
• Add platform specific mneumonics as necessary
• Check copyright information for each version
• Create captions as necessary for YouTube versions

MOTION GRAPHICS
For when showing just isn’t enough, tell with shiny graphics.

FINISHING
Final touches, and a lot of platform specifications.
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• Export versions according to each platform's video specifications
• Quality check

EXPORT FINAL VERSIONS
The last steps before uploading the finished trailer.
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Polish
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Congratulations, you’re DONE making the trailer! Hopefully the client loves it,
you love it, and you’re all ready to share it with the world.

Finishing your relationship with the client is at least as important as starting it;
it’s important that everyone is happy. If there were any problems during
production, now is the time to reflect and learn.

I also like to write blog posts to teach others about my process, and to
remind myself what I learned.

Finally, you need to make sure this project is easy to access in the future.
Maybe it will need to be re-output with different platform logos, or maybe
there’s a new trailer to be made in the campaign.

The condition you leave the project in now, is a letter to your future self;
make sure they don’t hate you when they see it.

Delivery

“It’s done.”
-Frodo Baggins
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• Send final invoice to client
• Send to client in "deliveries" folder
• Request testimonial from client

• Find link to final version on YouTube
• Write about making the trailer
• Create screenshots and captions
• Publish & Broadcast

SEND TO CLIENT
Get paid, put a bow on it, and make sure everyone’s happy!

WRITE CASE STUDY
Share what went right, wrong, and what you learned.
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• Export uncompressed version of the trailer
• Export self-contained project of final sequences with copied files
• Export audio stems for: Dialogue, Game SFX, Trailer SFX and Music

ARCHIVE PROJECT
Make the future version of yourself like you, not hate you.
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Delivery
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I hope that this checklist gave you a nice peek
into my process for making game trailers, and it
helps you make trailers of your own!

If you found this useful, every Sunday I send
posts about trailer editing out via my newsletter.
If you’d like to subscribe please go to:

Thank you for reading!

MakeBetterTrailers.com

Cover photos by Hardik Sharma and Igor Ovsyannykov on Unsplash


